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VIXIO Research Services

Find the answers to your business challenges



About VIXIO GamblingCompliance  
Research Services

VIXIO GamblingCompliance is the most 
trusted source for independent, authoritative 
and actionable intelligence on fast-moving 
regulatory developments. We help businesses 
all over the world make timely, informed 
decisions to mitigate regulatory risk and find 
new opportunities.

Our tailored research services provide 
independent, verifiable and reliable data from 
our team of leading experts. Whether you 
need to track specific gambling legislation 
and regulation to anticipate and respond 
to market dynamics, or to spot new trends, 

VIXIO Research Services can provide you with 
unique insights that help you find competitive 
advantage. 

Based in London, Washington D.C., 
Philadelphia and Taipei, our team of expert 
analysts, lawyers and journalists provide 
unrivalled insights into the global gambling 
market. Our research helps you:

 » Monitor gambling legislation and 
regulation across jurisdictions to anticipate 
and respond to policy developments.

 » Compare key facets of legislation and 
regulation across jurisdictions.

 » Forecast the market impact of regulatory 
changes under a range of policy scenarios.

 » Track the size and growth trajectory of 
gambling markets via product-specific 
data.
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Our Projects

American Gaming Association

Since 2014, VIXIO GamblingCompliance 
has been commissioned by the American 
Gaming Association (AGA), the premier trade 
group representing the US gaming industry, 
to produce its signature annual report, The 
State of the States, on revenue trends and 
policy issues affecting the commercial casino 
industry in the US. In addition, the AGA 
commissioned VIXIO GamblingCompliance to 
maintain its State of Play website, providing 
a summary of key regulatory requirements 
affecting commercial and tribal casinos in 
more than 40 states across the US and is a 
vital reference point on gaming regulation for 
casino operators, policymakers, media and 
industry stakeholders. 

Asia Casino Market: Economic Impact 
Assessment

Ahead of the adoption of legislation to 
legalise casino gambling in Japan in July 
2018, VIXIO GamblingCompliance Research 
Services evaluated the opportunities 
presented by the introduction of integrated 
resorts (IRs) at five locations in Japan: Osaka; 
Yokohama; Wakayama; Hokkaido; and 
Okinawa.

Our in-depth report, which applied extensive 
foreign and domestic tourism data in an 
integrated economic model, also examined 
comparative approaches to responsible 
gambling policy, evaluated the effectiveness 
of harm reduction strategies globally and 
recommended an evaluation framework and 
review process for Japan.

Global Lottery Provider

Ahead of a 2020 capital raising exercise, 
VIXIO GamblingCompliance was 
commissioned by an international provider 
of internet lottery technology to forecast 
future growth of the US iLottery market by 
providing a timeline for market expansion into 
new states and projected sales and revenue 
growth. The resulting report complemented 

VIXIO GamblingCompliance’s tailored 
research reports helped us a great deal in 
our due diligence processes. Their work 
played a pivotal role in our eventual decision 
to enter the industry.

Canadian Investors



VIXIO GamblingCompliance’s proprietary 
legislative and revenue forecasts for the US 
sports betting and internet gaming sectors, to 
provide a complete view of how the US online 
gambling landscape will evolve in the coming 
years.

Global Sportsbook Software Providers

For a Canadian technology investment group 
eyeing the US sports betting supplier market 
ahead of 2018 sports betting legalisation, we 
conducted a detailed overview of the global 
B2B market for sports betting software. 

The resulting report, which evaluated every 
major backend software provider and data 
streaming and virtual sports specialist, was a 
key part of the due diligence process for the 
investors from outside the industry and played 
a role in their eventual decision to enter the 
market.

Market Expansion & Product Diversification

Since 2012, VIXIO GamblingCompliance has 
been retained by a leading global gaming 
supplier to provide a monthly assessment 
of new market opportunities for land-
based and online gambling in selected 
jurisdictions across Europe, Asia and Latin 
America. Additionally, in 2020, VIXIO 
GamblingCompliance was retained by the 
operator of a major lottery enterprise to map 
potential expansion opportunities in regulated 
international markets for online gambling, as 
well as emerging sectors such as esports.

With detailed information on the US gaming 
market and financial performance data in all 
of the commercial gaming states, State of the 
States 2020 provides the most comprehensive 
economic guide to the commercial casino 
industry; I would like to thank our partners 
at VIXIO GamblingCompliance for their 
invaluable assistance in its creation.

Bill Miller, CEO and president, American 
Gaming Association
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Our Commitment

The global gambling industry is changing at 
pace, and staying on top of the volume and 
velocity of change, while understanding the 
impact on your business, can be a challenge.  

Since 2006, VIXIO GamblingCompliance 
has brought together experts in the fields 
of regulation, law and compliance to help 
customers confidently anticipate and navigate 
the global gambling landscape. We work 
with clients across the value chain, from 
governments and regulators to investors and 
operators, to help them explore opportunities 
and develop strategies to grow their business, 

while minimising legal, financial, reputational 
and operational risk. 

Our Team

VIXIO GamblingCompliance has a dedicated 
team of highly experienced and legally 
qualified researchers, gaming analysts and 
data specialists. As the leading independent 
voice in the global gambling industry, 
we have presented our research at the 
European Parliament, and before state 
legislative committees in New York, California, 
Pennsylvania and Massachusetts. 

We frequently participate as expert speakers 
and moderators at industry conferences 
across the world. Our team is also regularly 
interviewed for their expert views across 
international media, including titles such as 
the Financial Times, ESPN, Bloomberg, New 
York Times and the Wall Street Journal. Our 
team’s research has been cited in reports by 
KPMG and Morgan Stanley and in numerous 
academic publications. 



Our Services

Jurisdictional Analysis and Market Entry 
Research 

The transformation of the US gambling market 
through the regulation of sports betting and 
internet gaming represents an opportunity 
for domestic and international operators 
and providers, along with state and tribal 
governments. 

By combining our extensive knowledge of 
the US regulatory landscape with more than a 
decade of expertise in established European 
markets, we provide revenue forecasting, 
market-entry analysis and regulatory risk 
assessments for gambling companies, 
policymakers and investors. 

Beyond North America, we offer detailed 
jurisdictional analysis and forecasting for land-
based and online markets around the world. 

We are also able to assist with regulatory 
exhibits and submissions as a part of licensing 
conditions.

Transaction and Deal-Based Research 

In regulated and pre-regulated markets, 
we can provide revenue forecasting and 
modelling. We are also able to assess 
partnerships, supplier relationships and the 
landscape for regulatory change in order to 
support due diligence efforts.

Assistance with RFI and RFP projects

We are able to support and assist in many 
elements of RFI and RFP submissions, 
beginning with revenue forecasting and 
regulatory due diligence. We are also able to 
provide cross-jurisdictional assessments with 
detailed analysis of vital issues such as player 
protection standards and taxation.

Regulatory Intelligence and Tracking

Our experience tracking regulatory change 
on a global scale enables us to highlight and 
analyse emerging policy trends and their 
impact for operators, regulators and investors. 
We place local regulatory developments in 
a global context, and vice versa, ensuring 
policymakers are prepared to implement 
reforms and gambling companies can enter 
new markets with confidence.

 

Find out more
Discover how our research services can help your 
business. Contact us today at research@vixio.com

UK Office 
St Clare House,  
30 Minories,  
London, EC3N 1DD 
Tel: +44(0) 207 921 
9980 
 

US Office 
1725 I Street NW, Suite 
300, 
Washington, D.C. 
20006 
Tel: 1-202-261-3567

info@vixio.com  
vixio.com


